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Abstract

ImaWin is a software project designed to cover a broad set of applications of Digital Image
Processing in the Nuclear Field. Since 1994 the system has evolved in a complete tool that helped to
face problems like densitometry calculus, quality control in pellets, deposit administration and
surveillance. Neural network kernel and ImaScript scripting language are included within the package.
The open and incremental development of ImaWin software has been allowing easy expansion upon a
common re-engineering framework.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ImaWin Project was launched in 1994 with the purpose of specifying a unified strategy to
solve several Digital Image Processing (DIP) tasks in Nuclear Field. Until then, standard commercial
software had been tried with high cost and poor results.

The basic approach was to build a basic framework and to apply permanent re-engineering to
adapt to concrete problems.

The cases are:

Pellet image analysis under non-homogeneous illumination conditions,
Axial quality control of pellets using linear and heuristic tools,
Deposit surveillance and control,
Radiography inspection.

2. PELLET IMAGE ANALYSIS

Grey-scale pellet microscopic image processing is one of the most common applications of DIP
in nuclear field. ImaWin 1.0 was able to segment images following simple intensity thresholding
techniques and to calculate distribution of particle parameters like powder particle distribution and
pore area distribution in a pellet. ImaWin 1.2 incorporated expressivity to build user defined
segmentation criteria.

In one of the laboratories the optic system generated an inhomogeneous luminosity pattern that
troubled common segmentation criteria.

With little extra programming, a specific filter for that strange deviation was implemented,
allowing standard segmentation procedure (Photos 1 and 2).

ImaWin 5.0 includes a complete set of pellet analysis tools including standard and user defined
filters, drawing tools, interactive segmentation with intensity, grain detection enhancer, texture,
channel and user defined criteria.
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Photos 1 and2. Pellet image with unbalancedillumination and same image corrected.

3. PELLET QUALITY CONTROL (LINEAR AND HEURISTIC CASES)

3.1. LINEAR CASE

In 1996 pellet quality control was visually performed via human operation. The objective was to
develop functions tr> accomplish and intftgratp it antnmati^Hy to the growing ImaWin project.

The system was thought to analyse the axial surface of rotating pellets given homogeneous and
diffuse illuipinatioa-conditions.

The test is done looking for discontinuities of two types:

(1) Discontinuities along profiles of intensity leyels from axial surface (Photo 3).
(2) Discontinuities between average values of adjacent profiles (Photo 4).

Photos 3 apdd-Profile analysis jar detecting both verMcaLand horizontal failure components.

3.2. HEURISTIC CASE

Since linear approach determines the need for defining concrete parameters and limits, neural
networks allows to heuristically guess limits and also, in some cases, parameters.

A three layered back propagation network was fed with the parameters determined in the linear
case and was trained using 300 archive images.
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In a very short time - 2000 training cycles - the net was able to recognise with 100% confidence
the 150 images of the Training Test Set.

4. DEPOSIT CONTROL AND SURVEILLANCE

The increasing of Intranet connectivity along with the availability of ImaWin allowed starting
analysing sequences of live images on-line and using ImaWin scripting procedures and data
management tools to integrate event registering.

Cameras were located in two different deposits. The system was powered with intelligent
algebraic operations capable to detect significative alterations in the placement of objects regardless of
variations of illumination (Photos 5 and 6).

Regions of Interest (ROI) were created to relate events with different priorization levels.

Once specified the given parameters, the system is able to notice events and evaluate further
authorisation.

The sequence of occured events is reported and saved to a database, allowing remote
management of the deposit. On line monitoring and administration is being tested with an Internet web
based interface.

Photos 5 and 6. The system detects the absence of an enriched uranium container in a non-critical
array arrangement and of a fuel plate for a research reactor. In both cases the sequence windows
show the ROI affected by the event. A third window displays the result of the activation filter.

5. RADIOGRAPHY INSPECTION AND QUALIFICATION

The quantitative analysis of X-ray radiography of fuel plates allows the measurement of local
Uranium density and overall homogeneity as well as the determination of anomalous conditions of
fabrication.

Independence from the radiographic conditions of operation is accomplished by the
simultaneous screening of calibration samples.

In Photo 7 aluminide miniplate density profile of U is showed displaying the detection of an
inhomogeneity.

The system makes historical research and comparison of different batches workable via the
incremental building of a permanent database.
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Photo 7. Inhomogeneity detected in aluminide miniplate.

6. CONCLUSION

Digital Image Processing in the nuclear field implies very different problems, and even in
related problems, subtle conditions makes difficult to generate static devices that help solving them.

The Project ImaWin based its strategy on incrementally setting up an open framework for
ulterior re-engineering.

Tools like neural network kernel or scripting languages were bundled when were needed to
approach concrete instances.

Now ImaWin 5.0 is both a complete set of tools and an eventual starting point for newer
applications.
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